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A B S T R A C T   

The Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) of inappropriate actions (Errors Of Commission, EOCs) still suffers from 
technical gaps, especially for actions with decision-related motivations. Traditional, factor-based HRA methods 
often fail to address these motivations. Holistic analyses frameworks have been developed (namely, ATHEANA 
and MERMOS), but these rely on strong analyst expertise and require large efforts to make analyses traceable. 
This paper presents the application of the factor framework underlying the quantification module of the Com-
mission Error Search and Assessment (CESA-Q) method. The framework is applied to fourteen operational events 
from the period 2000–2016, not used for the factor framework development. This gives the chance to confirm the 
validity of the CESA-Q factor framework to represent adequately the diverse situations influencing inappropriate 
decisions in real operational events. In the majority of the events, the triggering condition for the inappropriate 
decision is the information available to the operators, typically the procedural guidance, Human-Machine 
Interface, experience and training. In these cases, the dominant influencing factors (positively and negatively) 
identified through the CESA-Q analysis relate to verification of appropriateness of the decision. For another set of 
events, the inappropriate decision was driven by the prospect of other benefits (e.g. simplifying the plant 
control).   

1. Introduction 

The incorporation of inappropriate personnel actions is an 
acknowledged challenge for prospective risk analyses. The term “inap-
propriate” refers to performance that aggravate the state of the system in 
a scenario under analysis (e.g. as part of a Probabilistic Safety Assess-
ment, PSA, of a nuclear power plant, a chemical plant, an aircraft): 
example of these actions include terminating running injection pumps, 
inhibiting automatic initiation signals [23,41,42,48]. Indeed, 
state-of-practice PSAs extensively address failures of operators to 
perform the actions required by the plant procedures and training [23, 
1]. The extension of the risk analysis to address inappropriate actions 
has been consistently mentioned as an open issue [18,41,42,36,52]. In 
the Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) and PSA terminology, these ac-
tions are often referred to as “Errors of Commission” (EOCs), while the 
non-performance of required actions is referred to as an “Error of 
Omission” (EOO) (with non-performance meaning that the success cri-
terion defined for the action is not met). 

Recent studies have consolidated the experience on how to prioritize 
the identification of inappropriate actions to those that are plausible, 
motivated, and risk-important [36,5,21,18,45]. In Reason’s taxonomy 
[40], these refer to mistakes (errors of intention, e.g. due to mis-
diagonsis), in contrast to slips and lapses (which are unintentional or 
inadvertent). The research for EOCs is generally excluding inappropriate 
actions due slips or lapses, i.e. occurring at random (e.g. pushing wrong 
button in proximity of the correct one). Indeed, for these errors 
data-based probabilities are available (e.g. from [49]). In addition, 
modern system designs have ergonomic provisions for the prevention of 
inadvertent activations (e.g. activation requires to press two buttons 
simultaneously). For modern safety analyses, the inclusion of EOCs, as 
inappropriate outcomes of decision-making, is close to becoming a 
practice (albeit advanced) as opposed to a long-standing open issue 
[35]. 

The qualitative analysis and quantification of EOCs still include some 
technical gaps, especially when the inappropriate action is due to 
cognitive failures (e.g. involves situation assessment, evaluation of 
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applicability of procedures, recognition of failed and spurious in-
dications). Inappropriate decisions are triggered by combinations of 
multiple contextual factors, e.g. misleading indications or procedural 
instructions, training biases, unexpected plant conditions or scenario 
evolutions, conflicting goals [50]. The most typical HRA methods [22, 
47] address contextual factors via a set of performance shaping factors 
(e.g. procedural guidance, training, human-machine interface). These 
methods guide the systematic analysis of the influencing factor condi-
tions, judging their quality, one by one. This approach is frequently used 
in HRA to address failures to perform required actions, systematically 
addressing diverse potential performance challenges. 

The importance of addressing cognition failures in safety assess-
ments is becoming even more evident for modern systems, characterized 
by increasing digitalization, computer aids and automation, as under-
scored by the HRA topic trend analysis in Patriarca et al. [34]. This need 
is acknowledged across industries, for example: in [37] and Zhao and 
Smidts [54] for the nuclear industry, Zarei et al. [53] for the process 
industry, Ramos et al. [38] for autonomous ship operation, Ramos et al. 
[39] for the oil and gas industry. 

Since the early 2000s, to overcome the limitations to address 
cognitive failures (among other limitations), HRA methods aimed at 
addressing the context influences holistically (and not as a combination 
of single-factor influences) [6,24]. These methods are often referred to 
as “narrative-based”, because they guide the analysis to develop a 
narrative of how failure may occur, following the scenario and operating 
crew evolution along the accident progression [7]. Correspondingly, 
quantification of the failure probability is done holistically, via elicita-
tion of probabilities by expert judgment, with limited task and factor 
decomposition, essentially not performance shaping factor-based, and 
not model-based [2]. 

While these holistic methods allow rich qualitative analysis and good 
prediction of performance issues [27], their application requires very 
strong analyst expertise and can be subject to large inter-analysts vari-
ability [2,27]. In an effort to improve HRA traceability and empirical 
basis, new HRA models for quantification of failure probabilities have 
been developed, to replace expect judgment with model-based failure 
probabilities quantification. Some of these models maintain a traditional 
quantification structure (e.g. decision trees for [52]), while others adopt 
innovative ones, typically based on Bayesian Belief Networks [10,30]. 
Complementary to the development of probability quantification 
models, HRA data collection activities are being maintained, to feed the 
novel models with new data, representative of recent operational con-
ditions, e.g., modern interfaces and procedural guidance [3,19,20]. 

Also motivated to improve transparency and repeatability of quan-
tification of decision-related failures, the factor framework underlying 
the quantification module of the Commission Error Search and Assess-
ment (CESA-Q) method ([45], [43]) was developed to support 
model-based quantification of decision-related EOCs in nuclear power 
plant PSA. CESA-Q was developed by some of the authors of the present 
paper to analyze and quantify decision-based EOCs, combining a holistic 
representation of the context influence on the inappropriate action, with 
a set of performance influencing factors to support systematic analysis, 
as well as the analysis traceability and repeatability. 

In the present paper, the CESA-Q framework is applied to the analysis 
of operational events that occurred in the period 2000–2016. An 
important goal of this work is to confirm the validity of the CESA-Q 
factor framework to represent adequately the diverse situations influ-
encing inappropriate decisions in real operational events. The events 
included in Reer and Dang [44], all occurred before the year 2000, were 
the basis for the development of the factor framework: the present study 
may validate the framework to additional operational events. 

In addition, this paper compares the CESA-Q analyses with root 
cause analyses as well as other taxonomies used in HRA and in accident 
analysis. This allows showing the fundamental difference between the 
CESA-Q framework, which aims at a characterization of the decision 
situation, and analysis methods aimed at identifying the root or 

contributing causes for failures. Also, the CESA-Q factor framework is 
intended to support prospective, probabilistic analyses, while the root 
cause analysis focuses on retrospective ones: the implication of this 
difference in the event analyses are discussed as well. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the CESA-Q 
factor framework. Section 3 presents high-level the fourteen events 
and the EOC situations as analyzed via CESA-Q (Appendix A). The an-
alyses of three events are presented in details in Section 4: besides CESA- 
Q, the events are analyzed via: the IAEA causal factor and root cause 
analysis framework ([17], see Appendix B); the Human Event Re-
pository and Analysis (HERA) system ([13], Appendix C); the Perfor-
mance Influencing Factor (PIF) hierarchy proposed by Groth and Mosleh 
[11] (Appendix D). Section 5 includes a discussion about the different 
perspectives of the taxonomies (retrospective vs. prospective analyses 
and holistic vs. performance factor-based) as well as an overview of the 
relevant factors found to influence the EOCs. Conclusions are given at 
closure. 

2. The CESA-Q factor framework 

The Commission Error Search and Assessment (CESA) method guides 
the identification and analysis of risk-important EOCs building on an 
existing PSA [45]. The effectiveness of the method to prioritize the 
identification of plausible and risk –significant EOCs has been demon-
strated in a number of plant-specific studies [45,36,21]. The CESA 
quantification module, CESA-Q, has been developed for the analysis and 
quantification of the EOCs, with focus on inappropriate decisions [43]. 
The CESA-Q analysis is made in terms of task-, plant-, and 
scenario-specific factors that may motivate the inappropriate decisions. 
Two groups of factors are introduced [44]:  

• Situational factors (e.g. misleading indications), which create a 
plausible opportunity motivating an inappropriate action, and  

• Adjustment factors (e.g. availability of backup indications or support 
from procedural guidance), which mediate the impact of a situa-
tional factor on the EOC likelihood. 

The two-layer framework was developed in Reer [43], based on the 
analysis of 26 operational events, mostly occurred in the 1990s, with the 
most recent event in 2000 [44]. The set of situational factors builds on 
the foundational work in Mosneron-Dupin et al. [32]. The adequacy of 
the CESA-Q factor framework has been positively evaluated in the In-
ternational HRA Empirical Study [7]. 

The first layer, the situational factors, describes at holistically why 
operators did consider a specific option (which then may turn out to be 
inappropriate). Four factors are considered: misleading indications or 
instructions; an adverse condition (e.g. an earlier component fault) that 
makes an action inappropriate (the action would be otherwise appro-
priate); a distracting occurrence suggesting the need for an action 
(which, unknown to the operators, has aggravating impact on the course 
of a plant event); deviations from the recognized rule associated with a 
notable benefit and typically no adverse consequences. In particular:  

• Factor Misleading Indication or Instruction (MII) characterizes the 
following situation: an indication or instruction, to which the oper-
ators are supposed to refer to for decision-making in the task under 
performance, is misleading. It indicates or implies the acceptability 
or need of an action that is inappropriate under the condition in the 
scenario. The misleading impact may arise from an instrumentation 
fault or from the faulty guidance (procedures, training) on the 
response to a proper indication.  

• Factor Adverse Exception (AE) characterizes the following situation: 
the operators are involved in the implementation of a plan. The plan 
includes an action that becomes or is inadequate due to an excep-
tional condition. In that way, an adverse exception induces the in-
adequacy of a normally appropriate procedure or practice. This 
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factor is supposed to address deviating conditions that cannot be 
clearly attributed to misleading indications or instructions (factor 
MII), e.g. if a prescribed valve alignment becomes inadequate due to 
coincidence of other actions 

• Factor Adverse Distraction (AD) characterizes the following situa-
tion: a cue (i.e. an occurrence that draws the operator’s attention) 
arises, which has an association to an action or decision that is 
inappropriate. The particular characteristic of such a situation is that 
the action could be outside the scope of the nominal decision options 
of the task under performance, or that the cue could be different from 
the key indications referred to in the procedural guidance of the 
nominal response. In that way, factor AD serves to address shortcuts 
in procedure application. 

• Factor Risky Incentive (RI) is used to characterize the following sit-
uation: the operators have to follow a well-recognized safety rule in 
the task under performance. The deviation from the rule is associated 
with a prospect of a notable benefit (such as the prevention of 
economical loss or delay in plant stabilization), and the rule is pre-
cautionary in the sense that deviations do not necessarily lead to 
physical safety degradations. 

The adjustment factors evaluate how strong the error-forcing effect is 
in case of a situational factor motivating an inappropriate action. Eight 
adjustment factors are identified and used.  

• Verification hint (VH) evaluates whether the operator is alerted (e.g. 
by an audible alarm or a written instruction) to the need for verifi-
cation; verification means to check the condition that determines the 
adequacy of a motivated action.  

• Verification means (VM) deals with the availability and quality of 
indications that allow performing the verification defined for factor 
VH.  

• Verification difficulty (VD) evaluates cognitive demands required to 
verify the adequacy of the motivated action from an available set of 
relevant indications.  

• Verification effort (VE) deals with the physical effort (e.g. need to 
leave the control room) required to refer to the indications that allow 
to carry out the verification defined for factor VH.  

• Time pressure (TP) concerns constraints associated with the decision 
time window. In that way, the factor evaluates whether there is an 
urgency to act (e.g. only a few seconds are available to decide 
whether the motivated action is wrong or not). 

• Benefit prospect (BP) addresses the potential of a particular advan-
tage clearly associated with the motivated action (e.g. the prospect to 
achieve a concurrent safety goal of viable concern).  

• Damage potential (DP) evaluates whether there is a drastic aversion 
directly associated with the motivated action (e.g. potential for im-
mediate person injury during work at high-pressure equipment).  

• Personal redundancy (PR) evaluates whether there is additional 
personnel that has the possibility to prevent that the motivated 
inappropriate action will be carried out. 

The first five factors (VH, VM, VD, VE, TP) refer to elementary re-
quirements for verifying the initial motivations: hints to do so (cueing) 
(VH), available means (VM), cognitive feasibility (VD), convenient 
accessibility of means (VE), and urgency to act (TP). Factors BP and DP 
relate to the attractiveness of decision options; and factor PR should 
account for staffing and team features. 

Reer and Dang [44] analyze the 26 events both quantitatively, with 
detailed description and evaluation of the situational and of the 
adjustment factors, and quantitatively, providing a range for the prob-
ability of the event, given the presence of the contextual factors. The 
qualitative analysis results in the assessment of the applicable situa-
tional factor and ratings for each of the adjustment factors (supporting 
rating guidance is given in [43]). Concerning EOC quantification, an 
important element of CESA-Q is the analysis of the strength of the 

error-forcing impact on the basis of the eight adjustment factors. The 
strength of the impact is characterized by the so-called reliability index, 
i, representing the overall belief regarding the positive or negative ef-
fects on the EOC probability (the reliability index i is defined from 0 for 
strongly error-forcing contexts to 5 for contexts with very low EOC 
probabilities). The probability of the error is related to the reliability 
index (and therefore to the error-forcing impact) by a functional rela-
tionship, determined based on a statistical analysis of operational events 
[43]. 

3. Overview of the EOC situations 

The primary source of information for this work has been the In-
ternational Reporting System for Operating Experience (IRS) (https:// 
nucleus.iaea.org/Pages/irs1.aspx), an international system to ex-
change operational experience of nuclear power plants, managed by the 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and the Nuclear Energy 
Agency of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD/NEA). 

First, the IRS entries from the period 2000–2016 were processed to 
identify events with human performance issues, yielding about 200 
events. These events included human failures of different types during 
operation as well as maintenance and errors of omission and of com-
mission, organizational issues, or technical failures resulting in the 
human performance issues. Then, these events were further processed to 
retain only those involving the performance of inappropriate actions: 
the resulting fourteen events are addressed in this paper for analysis via 
CESA-Q. 

The CESA-Q analysis was based on the information in the IRS event 
reports. These reports feature an event classification based on the IAEA 
causal factor and root cause framework ([17], see Appendix B). Also the 
event reports include a descriptive part, addressing the event narrative, 
the safety assessment, a cause analysis, the lessons learned, and the 
undertaken corrective actions. 

Table 1 groups the events by plant operational state: among the 
fourteen events, five events were associated to factor MII, five to AE, one 
to AD, three to RI. The events are briefly described next. Event MII*.1 
(see note to Table 1 for the naming convention) evolved through a chain 
of erroneous actions. The root cause analysis reported in the IAEA IRS 
identified the following contributing factors, related to difficulties with 
both indications and instructions: the complexity of the physical layout 
of the system piping, the different piping configuration across buildings, 
missing labeling, erroneous train identified when preparing the work 
request. These conditions challenged the identification of the correct 
trains to operate during the evolution of the entire event. For Event 
MII*.2, the test procedure mentioned in the requalification sheet was not 
the correct one; the correct test procedure was instead referred to in the 
work permit. The combination with a lack of independent verification 
led to the personnel using the inappropriate procedure for the requali-
fication test: the test as performed was incompatible with the plant 
conditions. For the third event of this category, MII*.3, again one of the 
key contributing factors was the that the list of equipment to be locked 
out was not compatible with the plant state. Locking out this equipment 
led to safety injection from the accumulators, and to the subsequent leak 
of primary makeup due to an additional failure (disconnection of hoses 
connected to the reactor cooling system). In MII*.4, which occurred 
during fuel unloading, one fuel assembly hooked to an adjacent one, 
such that both assemblies were withdrawn. Still in MII*.4, the overload 
protection did not actuate to interrupt the operation of the refueling 
machine. The latter fault (of course unknown to the operators) led the 
operators to associate the high load indications to friction forces. 
Finally, the last event of this category, MII*.5, was due to misleading 
procedures in the identification of the tank valves to be manipulated, 
along with non-intuitive layout of the tanks. 

Five events have been classified under the Adverse Exception (AE) 
situational factor. For two of these, the adverse exception is represented 
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by a hardware fault, which results in the operator action being inap-
propriate. In AE*.1, the adverse exception is a stuck open valve, which 
opened a path connecting the two units, such that water drainage on one 
plant caused flood in the containment of the other unit. In AE*.4, the 
EOC occurred about four hours after an earlier event (initiated by a bus 
fire), characterized by a number of equipment and operator failures 
(omissions). While attempting to restore the plant to normal shutdown 
electrical lineup, the operators performed a reset of the main generator 
lockout relay, thereby re-energizing the fault and causing a second fire. 
Restoration to normal lineup was inappropriate due to the presence of 
hardware faults from the first fire, which were still not isolated or 
resolved. 

For one adverse exception event, the inappropriateness of the oper-
ator actions was due to the incompatibility of the action with the plant 
conditions. In particular, for AE*.3, the ongoing chemical analysis for 
the coolant storage and treatment system tank resulted in the tank being 
isolated from the letdown line of the chemical volume and control sys-
tem. The performance of a surveillance test involving the let-down line 
of the chemical volume and control system was inappropriate under this 
condition because it led to excessive pressurization of the letdown line 
and subsequent loss of coolant through a stuck open valve (which rep-
resenting another exceptional faulty condition). 

For event AE*.2, the adverse exception is represented by an earlier 
operator failure to adjust the position of the source range neutron de-
tectors such that standard ex-core neutron monitoring would be avail-
able during a rod ejection test. Similarly, for AE*.5, an earlier operator 
failure in the replacement of a relief valve resulted in presence of air in 
the respective piping. Start of an injection pump let to a pressure tran-
sient, and then failure of the piping. 

Finally, three events were categorized under the Risky Incentive (RI) 

situational factor. In RI*.1, the inappropriate decision to use a non- 
standard procedure was influenced by the awareness of the approach-
ing scheduled end of the shutdown period. The operators wanted to 
accelerate the remediation to the presence of inorganic sub-stances in 
the clean distillate tank. Both RI*.2 and RI*.3 refer to inappropriate 
defeat of the safety injection system. In both cases, the operators were 
aware of the plant conditions and blocked injection in view of other 
benefits, simplification of the response in RI*.2, worry of solid pres-
surizer in RI*.3. 

4. Analysis of three operational events including EOCs 

This section presents the detailed analysis of three of the fourteen 
identified events. The three events were selected because of their di-
versity in situational factor and because the main documentation is 
publicly available (the main references do not require access to the IRS). 
Besides, the CESA-Q factor taxonomy, the present paper includes ana-
lyses via:  

• The IAEA causal factor and root cause analysis framework ([17], see 
Appendix B);  

• the Human Event Repository and Analysis (HERA) system ([13], 
Appendix C);  

• the Performance Influencing Factor (PIF) hierarchy proposed by 
Groth and Mosleh [11] (Appendix D); 

The analysis via the IAEA framework are taken from the IRS, while 
the latter two were made by the authors of the present paper. An overall 
discussion of the comparison is given in Section 5. 

4.1. AE*.4 - Robinson-2, USA, 2010, inappropriate alignment of normal 
shutdown electrical lineup after fire damage [25] 

4.1.1. EOC case description 
Situation (task context): The event initiated with a fault in a 4 kV 

cable, which caused a fire in a non-safety related bus. Due to further 
failures of equipment and of operators, the event response had addi-
tional complications, including an excessive reactor cooldown, actua-
tion of safety injection, and inadequate reactor coolant pump seal 
cooling for thirteen minutes. About four hours after the fault, while the 
operator were involved in post trip plant stabilization, the operators 
inappropriately initiated alignment of normal shutdown electrical 
lineup, despite this alignment would require faults or abnormal condi-
tions be previously cleared. 

Error of commission (inappropriate operator action performed): The 
operator reset the main generator relay in attempting to align normal 
shutdown electrical lineup, despite the presence of electrical faults. This 
EOC relates to the fault re-initiation about four hours after the initial 
fault. 

Consequence (post-EOC scenario evolution): The reset of the relay 
caused a circuit breaker to shut. This reenergized the faulted cable and 
transformer resulting in a second fire, damage to other components and 
grounds on both safety-related DC buses. However, this did not affect the 
operation of safety-related components. 

4.1.2. Event analyses 
The most important causal factors and root causes identified in the 

event investigation reports [25,51] relate to deficiencies in the imple-
mentation of command and control procedures and of the licensee training 
program. In particular, with reference to the EOC under analysis, the 
report underscores that the procedure for post trip stabilization, instruct-
ing the return to normal alignment, did not provide adequate level of 
detail for effective response (factors “Procedure completeness/accuracy” 
and “Alarm control & maintenance practices”, from the root cause analysis 
in Table 2). Operator self-assessments were not sufficiently self-critical 
(“Complacency/lack of motivation/inappropriate habits”, “Supervisory 

Table 1 
The fourteen operational events involving EOCs identified for CESA-Q analysis.  

Plant state EOC description CESA-Q situational 
factor 

Event 
ID 

Start-up Spurious safety injection following 
inappropriate handling of interlock 

Misleading 
indication or 
instruction (MII) 

MII*.3 

Spurious safety injection due to 
faulty test 

MII MII*.2 

Defeat of safety injection signal Risky Incentive RI*.3 
Shutdown Drop of spent fuel assembly MII MII*.4 

Containment flood in Unit 2, due to 
faulty operation in Unit 1 

Adverse Exception AE*.1 

Small LOCA during surveillance test 
due to test incompatibility with 
other ongoing activity 

Adverse Exception AE*.3 

LOCA though shutdown cooling 
system relief valve due to 
inappropriate pump start 

Adverse Exception AE*.5 

LOCA through reactor coolant 
pump bypass line due to 
inappropriate line opening 

Adverse Distraction AD*.1 

Unauthorized discharge of tritium Risky Incentive RI*.1 
At power Operation of wrong trains of the 

essential raw water cooling system 
MII MII*.1 

Reactor Trip due to Gadolinium 
Injection caused by inappropriate 
line opening 

MII MII*.5 

Inappropriate restoration of normal 
shutdown electrical lineup in spite 
of the presence of faults from a 
previous fire 

Adverse Ixception AE*.4 

Override of high pressure injection 
prior to scram 

Risky Incentive RI*.2 

Low 
power 

Temporary degradation of neutron 
monitoring system during low 
power test 

Adverse Exception AE*.2 

ID convention: MII: Misleading indication or instruction, AD: Adverse Distrac-
tion, AE: Adverse Exception, RI: Risky Incentive. Symbol ‘*’ is introduced to 
distinguish the newly identified events from those in the original database [44]. 
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Table 2 
Operational event AE*.4 – Robinson-2, USA, 2010: analysis via CESA-Q, root cause factors, HERA [13] and PIF hierarchy from Groth and Mosleh [11].  

CESA-Q    
Adjustment factor Rating Rating guidance 

(from [43]) 
Comment on rating Root cause factor  

[17] 
HERA PSFs [13] PIF hierarchy, Groth 

and Mosleh [11] 

Verification Hint 0.8 (slightly error-forcing) Viable but slightly 
degraded hint to 
verify; e.g. alarm 
with some ambiguity 
potential 

Inappropriate 
motivation to be 
assessed (applies to 
any rating): reset the 
main generator relay 
in attempting to 
align normal 
shutdown electrical 
lineup. 
A main control room 
annunciator was 
available informing 
of the persistent 
electrical fault; 
transfer to “Post Trip 
Stabilization” 
procedure requires 
that no failure or 
abnormal condition 
exists; basis for the 
slight degradation: 
the procedure did not 
contain steps (or 
cautions) to ensure 
conditions are clear 
prior to a reset 

Human-Machine 
Interface (Alarm 
control & 
maintenance 
practices); 
Written procedures 
and documents 
(Procedure 
completeness/ 
accuracy); 
Training/ 
qualification; 
Supervisory methods 
(e.g., standard 
setting, emphasis of 
safe work practices & 
questioning attitude, 
self-checks...); 

Ergonomics; 
Procedures and 
references 
documents; 
Experience and 
training; 
Work processes; 

Machine-based: HSI 
(input); 
Organization-based: 
Procedures (quality); 
Necessary 
information 
(quality); 
Training program 
(quality); 
Team-based: Role 
awareness; 
Person-based: 
Morale/ motivation/ 
attitude;  

Verification Means 1 (success-forcing) Main indication 
available and clearly 
visible 

A main control room 
annunciator was 
providing indication 
of the fault in the 
auxiliary unit 
transformer (this 
indicator was not 
noticed by the 
operators) 

Human-Machine 
Interface (Alarm 
control & 
maintenance 
practices); 
Written procedures 
and documents 
(Procedure 
completeness/ 
accuracy); 

Ergonomics; 
Procedures and 
references 
documents;  

Machine-based: HSI 
(input); 
Organization-based: 
Procedures (quality); 
Necessary 
information 
(quality);  

Verification 
Difficulty 

0.5 (moderately error-forcing) Complex 
(knowledge-based) 
reasoning required to 
identify implication, 
e.g. due to the 
presence of 
conflicting 
information and poor 
or missing priority 
rules, or due to 
complexity of the 
rule on indication’s 
implication, or due to 
masking events 

The event report 
highlights the 
complexity of the 
situation. Multiple 
equipment faults that 
taken together 
resulted in an event 
that would have 
challenged 
operators, “but 
should not have had 
the significance and 
the risk of core 
damage that this 
event entailed” 

Written procedures 
and documents 
(Procedure 
completeness/ 
accuracy); 
Training/ 
qualification; 

Procedures and 
references 
documents; 
Experience and 
training;  

Organization-based: 
Procedures (quality); 
Necessary 
information 
(quality); 
Training program 
(quality);  

Verification Effort 1 (not error-forcing)    

(continued on next page) 
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Table 2 (continued ) 

CESA-Q    
Adjustment factor Rating Rating guidance 

(from [43]) 
Comment on rating Root cause factor  

[17] 
HERA PSFs [13] PIF hierarchy, Groth 

and Mosleh [11] 

negligible physical 
effort required for 
verification (e.g. by 
referring to display 
in the vicinity) 

Relevant indication 
are visible in the 
main control room 

Time Pressure 1 (not error-forcing) no urgency to act; 
motivated action is 
not associated with a 
time constraint 

No mention of 
urgency to act in the 
event report (e.g. due 
to desire to end plant 
shutdown)    

Benefit Prospect 1 (not error-forcing) no particular benefit 
prospect 

No particular benefit 
to align normal 
electric feed    

Damage Potential 0.5 (moderately success-forcing) immediate 
equipment damage 
potential of drastic 
(aversion-forcing) 
nature; e.g. fire 

Manipulations at 
high voltage 
equipment are 
generally associated 
with the potential of 
immediate damage 
of drastic nature 
(shorts, fire). This 
may force a decision 
against the 
inappropriate 
motivation    

Personal 
Redundancy 

1 (success-forcing) personal redundancy 
available (and 
nominally effective) 

More than one 
person was involved 
in the operation 
(whole operating 
crew). 

Supervisory methods 
(e.g., standard 
setting, emphasis of 
safe work practices & 
questioning attitude, 
self-checks...);  

Work processes; Team-based: Role 
awareness; 
Person-based: 
Morale/ motivation/ 
attitude;   
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Table 3 
Operational event MII*.5 - Wolsong-2, South Korea, 2009: analysis via CESA-Q, root cause factors, HERA [13] and PIF hierarchy from Groth and Mosleh [11].  

CESA-Q    
Adjustment 
factor 

Rating Rating guidance (from [43]) Comment on rating Root cause factor [17] HERA PSFs [13] PIF hierarchy, Groth 
and Mosleh [11] 

Verification 
Hints 

0.2 (strongly 
error-forcing) 

unspecific or weak hint to verify under normal 
operating conditions: e.g. occasional checking practice 

Inappropriate motivation to be assessed (applies to any 
rating): open Poison Tank 2 recirculation valve. 
Basis for the hint degradation: the test procedure did not 
include explicit verification check. Occasional checking 
practice may have revealed that the tank was not correct 

Written procedures and 
documents (Procedure 
completeness/accuracy); 
Supervisory methods; 

Procedures and 
referenced 
documents; 
Work processes; 

Organization-based: 
Procedures (quality); 
Necessary 
information 
(quality); 
Person-based: 
Morale/motivation/ 
attitude; 

Verification 
Means 

0.5 (moderately 
error-forcing) 

degraded indications of inadequacy of motivated 
action: main indication unavailable, but backup 
indication available; or some visibility or readability 
problems 

The unintuitive numbering of the tank layout 
complicated verification 

Human-Machine Interface 
(Equipment/controls 
labeling);  

Ergonomics;  

Verification 
Difficulty 

1 (not error- 
forcing) 

implication of indications (of inadequacy of motivated 
action) is rather clear; identifiable from skill-based 
association, or written or recallable rule 

No cognitive difficulties present    

Verification 
Effort 

1 (not error- 
forcing) 

negligible physical effort required for verification (e.g. 
by referring to display in the vicinity) 

No physical effort involved.    

Time Pressure 1 (not error- 
forcing) 

• no urgency to act; motivated action is not associated 
with a time constraint 

No sign of time pressure reported    

Benefit 
Prospect 

1 (not error- 
forcing) 

No particular benefit prospect The performance of the test with degraded monitoring 
system has no particular benefit    

Damage 
Potential 

0 (not success- 
forcing) 

no particular damage potential in association with 
motivated action 

No damage directly involved in the performance of the 
action.    

Personal 
Redundancy 

0 (not success- 
forcing) 

• no personal redundancy 
• degraded personal redundancy; e.g. mainly restricted 
to formal checking requirement, or limited efficiency 
with respect to possible error modes covered by 
checking 

No check by other personnel foreseen. Supervisory methods Work processes; 
Procedures and 
referenced 
documents; 

Organization-based: 
Procedures (quality);   
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Table 4 
Operational event RI*.2 - Susquehanna, USA, 2013: analysis via CESA-Q, root cause factors, HERA [13] and PIF hierarchy from Groth and Mosleh [11].  

CESA-Q    
Adjustment 
factor 

Rating Rating guidance (from [43]) Comment on rating Root cause factor [17] HERA PSFs 
[13] 

PIF hierarchy, Groth 
and Mosleh [11] 

Verification 
Hints 

1 (success- 
forcing) 

viable hint (e.g. clear instruction, alarm, feedback 
or warning tag) to verify adequacy of motivated 
action 

Inappropriate motivation to be assessed (applies to any rating): override 
automatic HPCI actuation. 
The event report underscores the failure to follow the procedures. Procedures 
and indications were clear, giving adequate guidance for the conditions to 
override the HPCI.    

Verification 
Means 

1 (success- 
forcing) 

main indication available and clearly visible Same as above.    

Verification 
Difficulty 

1 (not error- 
forcing) 

implication of indications (of inadequacy of 
motivated action) is rather clear; identifiable from 
skill-based association, or written or recallable rule 

Same as above.    

Verification 
Effort 

1 (not error- 
forcing) 

negligible physical effort required for verification 
(e.g. by referring to display in the vicinity) 

There is no element in the report that suggests physical effort played any role    

Time Pressure 1 (not error- 
forcing) 

no urgency to act; motivated action is not 
associated with a time constraint 

There is no element in the report that suggests urgency to act played any role.    

Benefit 
Prospect 

0.2 (slightly 
error-forcing) 

some benefit associated with motivated action 
because simplifies other operation activity or 
general accident response 

Operators overrode safety injection to simplify the response later on. Past 
experience had demonstrated that initiation of HPCI could lead to a reactor 
pressure vessel high level, which would in turn cause a trip of the operating 
main feed pumps, complicating the recovery. 

Written procedures and 
documents (Procedure 
compliance); 

Work 
processes 

Team-based: Role 
awareness; 
Person-based: 
Morale/motivation/ 
attitude;  

Damage 
Potential 

0 (not 
success- 
forcing) 

no particular damage potential in association with 
motivated action 

There is no immediate damage resulting by the action which may result in 
reluctance to perform it; no indications of potential need of HPCI    

Personal 
Redundancy 

1 (success- 
forcing) 

personal redundancy available (and nominally 
effective) 

More than one person was involved in the operation. However, the Reactor 
Operator at the HPCI controls did not question the Unit Supervisor’s decision. 
Also, a crew update was not conducted to announce the placing of HPCI in 
manual override, preventing the crew from providing a peer check of the Unit 
Supervisor’s decision 

Supervisory methods; 
Personnel work practices 
(Questioning attitude);  

Work 
processes 

Team-based: Role 
awareness; 
Person-based: 
Morale/motivation/ 
attitude;   
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methods”, “Safety culture”). 
The event report highlights as well deficiencies in the procedures for 

tracking and resolving crew and individual performance issues emerging 
from previous operation and training (“Training/qualification”, “Use of 
operating experience”, “Communication/Enforcement of policies, stan-
dards, expectations”, “Safety culture”). The latter set of causes relates to 
the operator failures earlier in the sequence, in coping with the first fire 
event and therefore not relevant for the EOC under analysis (not re-
ported in Table 2). The root causes analysis led to several improvements 
in the operating procedures as well as in the overall processes for 
operator performance assessment and improvement [25,51]. 

The CESA-Q analysis is reported in Table 2. The situational factor 
describing the EOC situation is “Adverse Exception”: restoration to 
normal shutdown electrical lineup was inappropriate due to the excep-
tional condition of presence of hardware faults from the first fire, which 
were still not cleared out. Were there these exceptional conditions not 
present, the restoration would have been appropriate. Via the set of 
adjustment factors, the CESA-Q analysis describes the performance 
conditions that are believed to influence the inappropriate decision 
(Table 2). The adjustment factors focus on the direct influence, viability 
and clarity of the hints (e.g. procedures and alarms), complexity of the 
decision, adequacy of trained responses to the specific situation, etc. In 
particular, the availability of hints that aligning normal shutdown 
electrical lineup was not appropriate is evaluated with respect to the 
available procedures and control room annunciators (see evaluation of 
factors verification hint and means). The CESA-Q analysis directly 
considers the complexity of the situation as underscored in the event 
investigation report (“Verification Difficulty”, Table 2). 

In Table 2, the cause factor “supervisory methods” is associated to 
the CESA-Q factor “Verification Hint”. Indeed, the latter CESA-Q factor 
includes aspects related to work processes in its rating guidance 
(Appendix A). For example, the scaling guidance accounts for the fact 
that supervisory methods would be more active in emergency situations 
compared to normal operating conditions (the presence of an unspecific 
or weak hint for verification is rated as moderately error-forcing under 
emergency conditions and strongly error-forcing under normal condi-
tions). Also, verification due to occasional checking practice is rated as 
strongly error-forcing as opposed to verification as instructed by pro-
cedures, which is rated as success-forcing. 

Similarly to the root cause IAEA taxonomy, the HERA and PIF hier-
archy express the three contextual influences (HMI, procedural guid-
ance, experience and training) with three separate factors, Table 2. In 
addition, the deficiencies in supervisory methods underscored in the 
event report could be expressed with corresponding factors from the two 
taxonomies. 

Another comment relates the assessment of the CESA-Q factor 
“Personal Redundancy” (Table 2). The CESA-Q evaluation addresses the 
situation characterizing the decision: the operating crew was involved in 
the response and therefore (presumably) more than one person was 

involved in the decision to restore normal electrical line up. The root 
cause analyses as well as the HERA and PIF hierarchy focus on the de-
ficiencies in the crew work processes to make (or revise) the decisions, 
with different corresponding factors. 

The different perspectives of the factor analysis in Table 2 are dis-
cussed in Section 5. 

4.2. MII*.5 - Wolsong-2, South Korea, 2009. reactor trip due to 
gadolinium injection caused by operator slip ([33], [12]) 

4.2.1. EOC case description 
Situation (task context). With the plant unit at 100% power, some 

operators were performing surveillance test “Gadolinium Sampling of 
Poison Tank for the Reactor Shutdown System No. 2”. The test involves 
opening a tank recirculation valve to sample the tank content. There are 
six Poison Tanks. During this test, however, misled by the procedure, 
one of the local operators opened the recirculation valve of the Poison 
Tank-2, instead of the respective valve of the Poison Tank-4. This 
resulted in the injection of Gadolinium into the moderator system, with 
subsequent reactor trip. 

Error of commission (inappropriate operator action performed). Wrong 
valve opened during test (recirculation valve of Poison Tank-2, instead 
of the respective valve of the Poison Tank-4). 

Consequence (post-EOC scenario evolution). Through the open recir-
culation valve of Poison Tank 2, Gadolinium was injected into the 
moderator system. This resulted in reactor trip, subsequently. The post 
trip procedure was successfully entered and followed, safety functions 
were not challenged. No adverse effect on plant safety was registered. 

4.2.2. Event analyses 
The root causes as identified in the accident analysis report (OPIS, 

2008) are as follows. First, the test of the six Poison Tanks was instructed 
by a single procedure, applicable for all tanks replacing dummy equip-
ment identifiers with the appropriate one. For example, the procedure 
would indicate Valve 12@: the symbol “@” would need to be interpreted 
as “1”, “2”, …., “6” in case of test on Tank “1”, “2”, …., “6”, respectively 
(represented by factor “Equipment/controls labeling” and “Procedure 
completeness/accuracy” in Table 3). Second, no procedure-directed 
check existed on critical test steps, which may directly induce a tran-
sient if inappropriately performed (“Procedure completeness/accuracy”, 
“Supervisory methods”). Third, the physical layout of the tanks was not 
intuitive: the tanks were positioned in sequence “1-4-2-5-6-3” (“Equip-
ment/controls labeling”). 

The corresponding CESA-Q analysis represents the cause factors ef-
fect on the error (Table 3). The applicable situational factor is 
“Misleading Indication and Instruction”, reflecting that the variable 
component identifier in the procedure misled the operator while con-
ducting the test. The adjustment factors analysis focuses on the issues 
concerning verification that the tank was not the correct one. Compared 

Table 5 
Perspectives and applications of the considered taxonomies.   

Prospective Retrospective    
Root 
cause 

HRA data 
collection 

Risk 
significance 

Taxonomy features 

CESA-Q x  x  Focus on task-, scenario-, plant-specific factors; 
Holistic representation of decision situations 

IAEA, Root cause  x   Comprehensive and structured set of factors; 
Addresses person-, team-specific factors 
Management and organizational factors (detailed for cause analysis) 

HERA (SPAR-H) x   x Focus on task-, scenario-, plant-specific factors; 
Addresses person-, team-specific factors 

PIF from Groth and Mosleh  
[11] 

x  x  Comprehensive and structured set of factors; 
Addresses person-, team-specific factors 
Management and organizational factors (less detailed, for HRA data 
collection)  
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to the previously considered event AE*.5, verification would not have 
involved complex reasoning and therefore “Verification Difficulty” is 
not addressed in Table 3. The “Verification Hint” factor was rated as 
strongly error-forcing because of the missing explicit verification check. 
The check might only have been performed as part of a good checking 
practice, but not explicitly mentioned in the test procedures nor other 
supervisory methods. Verification was then further degraded by the 
unintuitive numbering of the tanks (“Verification Mean”). 

Similarly to the previously analyzed event AE*.5, the CESA-Q anal-
ysis expresses the deficiencies in supervisory methods within the veri-
fication hint factors, by assigning the strongly error forcing rating to 
checking practice if only occasional. The other taxonomies express 
missed verification with separated factors as shown by Table 3. 

Concerning the “Personal Redundancy” CESA-Q factor, it has been 
assessed as not success-forcing because of the missing check of opera-
tion, either as instructed in the procedures and from good work pro-
cesses. Compared to the event AE*.5 in which the operating crew was 
involved, in event MII*.5 only one operator was involved (therefore no 
personal redundancy available). 

4.3. RI*.2 - Susquehanna, USA, 2013, high pressure coolant injection 
overridden prior to reactor scram 

4.3.1. EOC case description 
Situation (task context). Plant at power. An electrical bus fault caused 

loss of drywell cooling, which in turn caused the drywell pressure and 
temperature to rise. The operators acknowledged the need for a manual 
scram. The increase in the drywell pressure increases the likelihood of a 
high pressure coolant injection (HPCI) actuation (on high drywell 
pressure). Past experience had demonstrated that initiation of HPCI 
could lead to reactor pressure vessel high level, trip of the operating 
main feed pumps, thus complicating the response. The operating pro-
cedures provide the conditions under which HPCI can be overridden. 
These conditions were eventually met in the event. However, these 
conditions had to be checked after the scram (and possibly after its 
automatic actuation), not before it. 

Error of commission (inappropriate action performed). The Unit Su-
pervisor decided to override of HPCI without following station proced-
ures. The Reactor Operator (RO) at the HPCI controls implemented the 
decision without questioning it. 

Consequence (post-EOC scenario evolution). The EOC caused the 
inability of a core cooling system (HPCI) to fully perform its safety 
function. The potential consequence of overriding HPCI is that, in the 
event of a small break loss of coolant accident, adequate core cooling 
would be challenged. However, there were no actual or potential con-
sequences to the health and safety of the public as a result of this event. 
The reactor was manually scrammed about 15 min after HPCI was 
overridden. HPCI automatic function was then restored five minutes 
after scram. 

4.3.2. Event analyses 
From LER [26], two main causes for the event were identified. The 

first is the decision by the Unit Supervisor to prematurely override the 
HPCI to ease the later response to the event (Table 4, “procedure 
compliance”, “supervisory methods”). The second were weaknesses in 
teamwork and oversight that prevented that the inappropriate decision 
by the Unit Supervisor be carried forward (“supervisory methods”, 
“questioning attitude”). 

The CESA-Q analysis characterizes the situation as risky incentive, 
reflecting the simplification in the response that the system override 
would imply. “Risky” refers to the fact that in a different situation the 
consequence instead could be important (e.g. in presence of a loss of 
coolant accident which actually required the HPCI). It is interesting to 
note that in the CESA-Q analysis (Table 4) the verification-related fac-
tors are rated as success-forcing, different from the other two event 
analyses (AE*.4 and MII*.5). Indeed verification was not an issue for the Ta
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Table 7 
Causal factors and root causes from IAEA taxonomy (human-performance related).  

Human-performance related 
causal factors and root causes 

MII*.1, 
Op. 
wrong 
trains 

MII*.2, 
Safety inj., 
faulty test 

MII*.3, 
Safety 
inj., intlk. 

MII*.4, 
Drop of 
fuel 

MII*.5, 
Gadolinium 
inj. 

AE*.1, 
Cont. 
flood 

AE*.2, 
Degrad. of 
neutron 
mon. 

AE*.3, 
LOCA 
due to 
test 

AE*.4, 
electr. 
lineup 
and fire 

AE*5, LOCA 
thru 
shutdown 

AD*.1 
LOCA 
thru 
bypass 

RI*1, 
Discharge 

RI*2, 
HPI 
over 

RI*3, 
HPI 
over 

Tot 
# 

Verbal communications   X   X    X  X X  5 
Personnel work practices X X  X  X X X X X  X X X 11  

Control of task/ 
independent verification 

X X  X    X  X  X X  7 

Complacency/lack of 
motivation/inappropriate 
habits 

X        X     X 3 

Use of improper tools and 
equipment                
Self-check practices (e.g. 
STAR) 

X              1 

Questioning attitude, 
dealing with uncertainty          

X   X  2 

Personnel work scheduling 
(including workload, work 
time provided)  

X    X         2 

Environmental conditions                
Man-machine interface X   X X    X      4  

Alarm control & 
maintenance practices    

X     X      2 

Equipment/controls 
labeling 

X   X X          3 

Training/qualification   X X  X X  X   X  X 7 
Written procedures and 

documents 
X X X  X X X X X X X X X  12  

Procedure availability X              1 
Procedure completeness/ 
accuracy  

X X  X   X X X X    7 

Procedure compliance   X          X  2 
Supervisory methods (e.g., 

standard setting, emphasis of 
safe work practices & 
questioning attitude, self- 
checks...)     

X    X      2 

Work organization X X      X X   X   5  
Shift/team size or 
composition         

X      1 

Planning/preparation of 
work (e.g., work planning, 
pre-job briefings, …) 

X X      X    X   4 

Personal factors   X      X   X   3  
Fitness for work (e.g., 
fatigue…)                
Stress/perceived lack of 
time/boredom            

X   1 

Skill of the craft less than 
adequate/not familiar 
with job performance 
standards (task difficulty)   

X            1 

Use of operating experience         X  X    2  
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Table 8 
Causal factors and root causes from IAEA taxonomy (management and organization-related).  

Management-related 
causal factors and root 
causes 

MII*.1, 
Op. wrong 
trains 

MII*.2, 
Safety inj., 
faulty test 

MII*.3, 
Safety inj., 
intlk. 

MII*.4, 
Drop of 
fuel 

MII*.5, 
Gadolinium 
inj. 

AE*.1, 
Cont. 
flood 

AE*.2, 
Degrad. of 
neutron 
mon. 

AE*.3, 
LOCA due 
to test 

AE*.4, 
electr. 
lineup and 
fire 

AE*5, LOCA 
thru 
shutdown 

AD*.1 
LOCA 
thru 
bypass 

RI*1, 
Discharge 

RI*2, 
HPI 
over 

RI*3, 
HPI 
over 

Tot 
# 

Management directions X X       X X  X   5  
Existence of policies, 
standards, 
expectations 

X              1  

Communication/ 
enforcement of 
policies         

X      1  

Production pressure/ 
perceived pressure               

-  

Clarity of 
responsibility               

- 

Communication or 
coordination      

X    X  X   3 

Management 
involvement, 
monitoring and 
assessment            

X  X 2 

Decision process X X    X      X   4 
Allocation of resources 

(e.g., planning & 
prioritization …)               

- 

Change management      X         1 
Safety culture       X  X   X   3 
Management of 

contingencies            
X   1 

Management of 
contracted work (e.g., 
qualification, training, 
supervision and 
guidance…)               

- 

Management of staff 
training and 
qualification               

- 

Knowledge management               -  
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event because the plant condition was fully clear to the operators. The 
relevant influencing factor is recognized as benefit prospect (Table 4) 
because of the benefit in the simplification of the subsequent response. 
The lack of inadequate supervisory methods which prevented the deci-
sion to be questioned is represented as degraded personal redundancy. 

5. Discussion 

5.1. On perspectives and application aims of the taxonomies 

5.1.1. Retrospective and prospective taxonomies 
A fundamental difference between the considered taxonomies is the 

perspective and aim of the analysis they support (see Table 5 for an 
overview). 

For CESA-Q, the operational event analyses support the development 
of the CESA-Q model for prospective analysis. As shown by the three 
analyses in the previous Section, CESA-Q characterizes the decision 
context based on task-, scenario- and plant-specific factors. This is 
similar to most of other HRA methods used for prospective analysis: they 
address (explicitly) factors that are foreseeable a priori by the analysis. 
Team- or person-specific factors are not generally addressed explicitly in 
prospective analyses, because it is not possible to know which operators 
would be involved in the accidental situation. As discussed in more 
details in Section 5.2, prospective analyses therefore would typically 
address reference, expected, crew characteristics. 

Still related to the prospective perspective, CESA-Q addresses the 
factors that directly influence crew performance, in practice the PSFs 
typical of HRA: e.g. procedural guidance and indicators in specific sce-
narios. The goal is to identify and capture potential performance issues 
and cover them in the probabilistic analysis. The influence of other 
important factors, such as management and organizational factors, can 
be subtle and not explicitly traceable for prospective analyses: therefore, 
as discussed later on in Section 5.2, their coverage in HRA is somewhat 
indirect and, in some cases, delegated to other analysis tools (e.g. safety 
culture surveys). 

Different from the CESA-Q taxonomy, the IAEA causal factor and 
root causes taxonomy aims at a comprehensive characterization of un-
derlying causes. It is worth noting that the scope of the factors (see 
Appendix B) aligns with the extensively applied analysis framework 
Human Factors Analysis and Classification System (HFACS) [46]. 
Therefore, the set of factors is large and structured – to allow for root 
cause analysis, comparison and statistics across multiple analyses as well 
as share experience with other parties. Team- and person-specific factors 
are addressed explicitly, to represent their influence on the occurred 
event. Very importantly, the IAEA taxonomy includes a large set of 
management and organizational factors. As mentioned above, these 
factors often represent fundamental influences for operational events. 
Often they are identified as the ultimate root causes for accidents. It 
becomes clear that a rich representation of these factors is needed to 
properly react to incidents and avoid that they will reoccur. 

The HERA PSF taxonomy (Appendix C) is based on the SPAR-H 
method, which features a simplified model to support both retrospec-
tive and prospective HRA. Having HRA applications in focus, the tax-
onomy addresses the direct influences to performance, similarly to the 
CESA-Q taxonomy (e.g. procedural guidance, HMI and so forth). The 
retrospective perspective comes out in the HERA team- and person- 
specific factors: work processes, communication, team dynamics and 
characteristics. Most of the aspects pertaining to these factors vary from 
person-to-person and from team-to-team and can only be assessed if 
performance is analyzed retrospectively. Retrospective applications of 
this taxonomy are not for root cause analysis but are intended to support 
risk significance determination of operational events. This entails 
assessing the plant risk, conditional on the conditions occurring during 
the accident. Consistently with this perspective, management and 
organizational factors are not addressed by the HERA taxonomy. 

Finally, the HERA taxonomy from Groth and Mosleh [11] 

(Appendix D) aims at a comprehensive and not overlapping set, both for 
retrospective and prospective analyses, predominantly for HRA appli-
cations. From Appendix D, the set of factors is rich and structured. For 
retrospective applications, the focus for the taxonomy is for HRA data 
collection as opposed to root cause analysis: indeed compared to the 
IAEA taxonomy, the characterization of management and organizational 
factors is less detailed. 

5.1.2. Holistic (situational factor-based) and performance factor-based 
taxonomies 

CESA-Q aims at a holistic, high-level characterization of the situation 
resulting in the inappropriate decision. For simplicity, CESA-Q features 
only four situation types. The CESA-Q situation-based perspective 
originated from the recognition that decision are strongly influenced by 
the overall context, as opposed by single performance factors (e.g. [32, 
48,24,50]). 

CESA-Q does not search for the root causes but aims at describing 
how the situation influences the inappropriate decision. The difference 
in the characterization perspectives can be appreciated for example in 
Table 2 from Section 4.1 on event AE*.4. The CESA-Q characterization 
takes into consideration the complexity of the situation (“Verification 
Difficulty”), as the resulting influence on the decision. Instead, the 
causal factor analysis explicit the complexity as the result of deficiencies 
in the training/qualification processes and procedure adequacy. Indeed 
the root causal factors related to training and procedures are represented 
in CESA-Q by means of their effect on the situation complexity. The 
other taxonomies considered in Table 2 also address the influencing 
factor separately, in a similar way at the root cause analysis. 

Similar considerations can be made for the CESA-Q factors verifica-
tion hint and means, which aggregate the effects of the procedures, HMI, 
and training to support the verification of the decision. In CESA-Q, the 
presence and quality of hints is rated considering all types of hints 
holistically. 

The CESA-Q perspective to characterize the situation as opposed to 
identifying root causes or characterizing factors separately is clear also 
considering the situational feature “Risky Incentive” and the related 
adjustment factor “Benefit Prospect”. These factors are used to weigh 
how the potentially positive consequences of the inappropriate decision 
may be decision drivers. No such factors exist in the causal factor and 
root cause taxonomy, nor in other taxonomies for HRA applications. For 
example, for event RI*.2 (Section 4.3), the CESA-Q characterization 
explicitly considers that the inappropriate decision was intended to 
simplify the response (therefore it characterizes the situation). On the 
other hand, the analysis in 

Table 4 focuses on the root causes identified in deficiencies in the 
procedure compliance and supervisory methods. 

5.2. On relevant influencing factors for EOC situations 

Table 6 shows the adjustment factor evaluation for all fourteen 
events analyzed. The table shows two main influencing factor patterns: 
the first one aggregates all MII, AE, AD events, and the second one the RI 
events. 

For the first pattern, the dominant influencing factors (both posi-
tively and negatively) relate to verification of the decision that turned 
out to be inappropriate. Indeed, all these events are characterized by 
decisions motivated by the information available to the operators in the 
specific situation, typically the procedural guidance, HMI, experience 
and training. Consistently, the same information sources become the 
drivers for the verification of the appropriateness of the action. Indeed, 
Table 6 shows that, for factor verification hints, some error-forcing 
impact has been identified for all events of this cluster. This factor 
evaluates the presence of hints and the likelihood that operators would 
attend these. Reasonably, clear instructions and indications should 
strongly decrease the potential of inappropriate actions be made. 

The second pattern includes RI events. For these events, verification 
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of the decision was not problematic: the operating crew had the neces-
sary information at disposal to make the decision, which instead was 
driven by the prospect of other benefit (e.g. simplifying the plant con-
trol). This applies to the case of RI*1 as well, for which verification hints 
is rated as “strongly error-forcing”. The event refers to discharge of 
tritium through an unauthorized release path (among other discharge 
options): the information about the discharge options was available to 
the operators, except that the path selected by them was not authorized 
(however, the release was still within allowed operational limits). 
Interestingly, a similar distinction between complexity-driven human 
errors and organizational and attitude-driven errors was found in Groth 
and Mosleh [11] via pattern analysis of operational events including 
both errors of commission and omissions. 

Table 7 presents the causal factor and root causes identified via the 
IAEA taxonomy. The most recurrent influence is from written proced-
ures and documents, occurring in twelve events out of the fourteen. This 
reflects the fact that most of the operating crew interactions with the 
plant are guided by procedures: their clarity and unambiguity are 
important success factors. This is in line with the CESA-Q analysis, 
which identifies the dominant influence of the verification factor, in 
which the procedural guidance plays an important role. Still consistently 
with the CESA-Q analysis, all events are influenced by at least one 
among the factors: procedural guidance, HMI, and training and experi-
ence (most of the events have two factors influencing, with procedural 
guidance being one of the two). 

Another dominant influence from the analysis in Table 7 is factor 
“personnel work practices” (at the individual as well as team levels), 
which was found in eleven out of the fourteen events: e.g. lack of 
questioning attitude, lack of supervisory control, complacency and 
others. The key importance of this factor for crew performance has been 
emphasized in many studies, especially in relation to the need to 
consider the difference between “work as planned and work as done” 
([15,16,50,4]). The International [7] and US [8] Empirical Studies as 
well as other human factor studies at main control room simulators [28, 
29] observed large performance variability in the operating crews due to 
different work processes, team dynamics, strategies for communication, 
decision-making and solve conflicts, sense of urgency, etc. Indeed, in 
line with these results, Table 7 shows that factors such as work practices, 
communication, and supervisory methods appear in all events except 
one. 

CESA-Q does not include such work processes-related factors 
explicitly as separate factors, similarly to other HRA methods developed 
for prospective analysis. These influences are variable from crew-to- 
crew and from person-to-person. A prospective analysis would gener-
ally assume average or representative performance, without directly 
addressing specific persons or crews. As discussed for specific events in 
Section 4, the influence of these factors is included in the ratings for 
other adjustment factors. For example, as mentioned, verification hints 
address both the availability of the hint information as well as the 
likelihood that the crew would attend to it. For example, with reference 
to Appendix A, verification hints is rated as strongly error-forcing when 
verification is only based on good operational practices (e.g. occasional 
checking), although not explicitly instructed by the procedural guid-
ance. An explicit verification hint instructed by the procedural guidance 
would be rated as success-forcing. In addition, CESA-Q and the other 
HRA methods consider these personal and team variabilities implicitly, 
by the error probability itself and/or its uncertainty distribution (which 
reflects randomness in the sense that not all crews behave the same). 

Another discussion point relates to management and organizational 
factors, Table 8. A first glance at the table shows that only about half of 
the events involves causal factors related to management and organi-
zation. This may appear somewhat surprising; however, it is important 
to mention that causal factor were assigned to management and orga-
nizational factors only if these influences were emerging from the event 
investigation reports. However, identification of such factors require 
deeper investigations compared to those to identify human performance 

issues. Such deepness is not reached by all event reports, especially 
depending on the event severity (the more severe the event, the more 
comprehensive investigations were). Indeed, it may very well be the 
case some less severe events had management and organizational causes 
that were not mentioned in the report. In addition, some of the human 
performance related factors from Table 7 most probably point to man-
agement and organizational issues, although the event reports do not 
explicitly mention these. This is the case for the important influences 
mentioned above, especially when these revel to be systematic across 
different operational crews: indeed, the establishment and maintenance 
of adequate work practices and of supervisory methods is a direct result 
of the management and organization. 

This said, although Table 8 may probably underestimate the 
contribution from management and organizational factors, it is impor-
tant to discuss how these factors enter in the CESA-Q taxonomy. Like for 
other HRA methods, management and organizational factors are not 
directly included as analysis factors, but indirectly, as their influence 
appears through the evaluation of the adjustment factors that directly 
affect performance (e.g. procedure and HMI quality, adequacy of 
training and the others are all reflective of management and organiza-
tional choices). Of course, some management and organizational in-
fluences may go beyond influencing performance factors as accounted 
for by HRA methods, be more subtle and long-term, affecting various 
dimensions of worker attitudes. For some advances in the incorporation 
in PSA, see Mohaghegh et al. [31]. In this respect, it is worth mentioning 
that CESA-Q does some advance in the considerations of such factor, in 
considering the potential influence on the decisions, with factors “Risky 
Incentive” and “Benefit Prospect”: these require assessing the potential 
for risky attitudes, therefore strongly influenced by safety culture. 

6. Conclusions 

This paper analyses fourteen recent operational events involving 
EOCs, identified from the period 2000–2016; the earliest event occurred 
in 2003 and the latest in 2015. The analysis strengthens the validity of 
the CESA-Q analysis framework, developed earlier from a set of 26 
operational events: this work shows the method’s ability to represent 
adequately the decision situation for a new set of events, not used for the 
method’s development. 

CESA-Q characterizes the decision situation with focus on task-, 
plant-, and scenario-specific factors. The method’s perspective is holis-
tic: the factors characterizes the decision situation globally, not 
addressing the performance factors separately as typically done by other 
HRA methods. Indeed, decisions are triggered by specific situations (e.g. 
a misleading piece of information, a distraction, an incentive to operate 
outside procedural guidance), which are not well represented by the 
typical HRA factors, which address the quality of factors supporting the 
performance of required actions. 

In this work, the operational events are analyzed with other human 
performance taxonomies, to position the CESA-Q taxonomy with respect 
to these. The analyses reflect the different perspectives of the taxon-
omies: retrospective and prospective, root cause analysis, HRA data 
collection. The difference in aim of the factor frameworks (e.g. context 
characterization vs. root cause analysis) translates in difference in the 
factor considered. 

In the majority of the fourteen events, the triggering condition for the 
inappropriate decision is the information available to the operators in 
the specific situation, typically the procedural guidance, HMI, experi-
ence and training. In these cases, the dominant influencing factors (both 
positively and negatively) identified by the CESA-Q analysis relate to 
verification of the decision that turned out to be inappropriate. For 
another set of events, instead the decision was driven by the prospect of 
other benefit (e.g. simplifying the plant control) which led to a risky 
decision be made. 

The plan is to continue to update the CESA-Q database with opera-
tional events involving errors of commission (eventually also from 
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simulator data), continuing to contribute to the understanding of these 
errors in realistic environments as well as to improve the CESA-Q factor 
definitions. As mentioned in the paper, the CESA-Q factor framework is 
intended to support model-based quantification of decision-related 
failures. In turn, the relationships among the factors and the failure 
probabilities need to be turned into a predictive, quantitative model. 
Concerning the modeling framework, Bayesian Belief Networks (BBNs) 
are currently being considered by the authors. To quantify the BBN 
model parameters, data collected from on-going simulator programs [3, 
19] are being considered, possibly determining reference values on 
which the BBN model is built (mathematical models to develop refer-
ence values can be found in [9]). 
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Appendix A. CESA-Q scaling guidance [43]   

Factor Scores Situational features 

VH 0 (very strongly error- 
forcing) 

no hint to verify adequacy of motivated action; need to verify is clearly out of mind 

0.2 (strongly error-forcing) unspecific or weak hint to verify under normal operating conditions: occasional checking practice (e.g. verify success of preceding action 
before proceeding with the next action, although this verification is not explicitly cued); or indication that something is deviant with rather 
weak association to required checking 
strongly degraded hint to verify; e.g. by urgency to act due to high time pressure 

0.5 (moderately error- 
forcing) 

unspecific or weak hint to verify under emergency conditions, and verification subject (such as backup display of reactor pressure) relates to a 
safety parameter 

0.8 (slightly error-forcing) viable but slightly degraded hint to verify; e.g. alarm with some ambiguity potential 
1 (success-forcing) viable hint (e.g. clear instruction, alarm, feedback or warning tag) to verify adequacy of motivated action 

VM 0 (very strongly error- 
forcing) 

missing or essentially degraded (visibility, readability) indications of inadequacy of motivated action 

0.5 (moderately error- 
forcing) 

degraded indications of inadequacy of motivated action: main indication unavailable, but backup indication available; or some visibility or 
readability problems 

1 (success-forcing) main indication available and clearly visible 
VD N/A relevant indications unavailable or major degradation of visibility 

0 (very strongly error- 
forcing) 

implication of indications (which allow to identify inadequacy of motivated action) is totally unclear (e.g. due to major deficiency in training) 

0.5 (moderately error- 
forcing) 

complex (knowledge-based) reasoning required to identify implication, e.g. due to the presence of conflicting information and poor or missing 
priority rules, or due to complexity of the rule on indication’s implication, or due to masking events 

0.8 (slightly error-forcing) cognitive requirement slightly increased; e.g. rule is clear but an unexpected parameter value leads to a deviation from the base case of trained 
rule application 

1 (not error-forcing) implication of indications (of inadequacy of motivated action) is rather clear; identifiable from skill-based association, or written or recallable 
rule 

VE N/A relevant indications unavailable or major degradation of visibility 
0 (error-forcing) high physical effort (e.g. going to another location, or implementing specific valve alignments) required for verifying adequacy of motivated 

action 
1 (not error-forcing) negligible physical effort required for verification (e.g. by referring to display in the vicinity) 

TP 0 (very strongly error- 
forcing) 

extremely high time pressure; decision time window (TW) in the order of seconds (typically) to deal with a potentially conflicting goal of 
viable concern 

0.2 (strongly error-forcing) high time pressure; e.g. decision TW in the order of 1 min (typically) to deal with a potentially conflicting goal of viable concern 
0.5 (moderately error- 
forcing) 

moderate time pressure; e.g. decision TW in the order of 10 min (typically) available to deal with a potentially conflicting goal of viable 
concern; or slight urgency to act in order to meet the outage schedule 

1 (not error-forcing) no urgency to act; motivated action is not associated with a time constraint 
BP 0 (very strongly error- 

forcing) 
very high benefit clearly associated with motivated action because of management’s expectations, e.g. practice for criticizing operators in case 
of economical loss due to rule compliance 

0.5 (moderately error- 
forcing) 

high benefit clearly associated with motivated action because of major concurrent safety or operational goal; e.g. prospect of maintaining 
viable safety function, or prospect of prevention of major economical loss like plant shutdown for months 

1 (not error-forcing) no particular benefit prospect 
DP 0 (not success-forcing) no particular damage potential in association with motivated action 

0.5 (moderately success- 
forcing) 

immediate equipment damage potential of drastic (aversion-forcing) nature; e.g. fire 

1 (very strongly success- 
forcing) 

immediate person injury potential of drastic (aversion-forcing) nature; e.g. high pressure steam escape close to place of work 

PR 0 (not success-forcing) no personal redundancy 
degraded personal redundancy; e.g. mainly restricted to formal checking requirement, or limited efficiency with respect to possible error 
modes covered by checking 

1 (success-forcing) personal redundancy available (and nominally effective)  

Appendix B. Causal factors and root causes [17] 

The IAEA taxonomy comprises two sets of factors linked to human and organizational factors: 
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• Human performance related causal factors and root causes  
• Management related causal factors and root causes 

Human performance related causal factors and root causes   

• Verbal communications  
• Personnel work practices  

○ Control of task/independent verification  
○ Complacency/lack of motivation/inappropriate habits  
○ Use of improper tools and equipment  
○ Self-check practices (e.g. Stop, Think, Act, Review (STAR)…)  
○ Questioning attitude, dealing with uncertainty (e.g. assumption of competence of more experienced personnel)  

• Personnel work scheduling (including workload, work time provided)  
• Environmental conditions  
• Man-machine interface  

○ Alarm control & maintenance practices  
○ Equipment/controls labeling  

• Training/qualification  
• Written procedures and documents  

○ Procedure availability  
○ Procedure completeness/accuracy  
○ Procedure compliance  

• Supervisory methods (e.g., standard setting, emphasis of safe work practices & questioning attitude, self-checks...)  
• Work organization  

○ Shift/team size or composition  
○ Planning/preparation of work (e.g., work package planning, pre-job briefings, shift turnover practices)  

• Personal factors  
○ Fitness for work (e.g., fatigue…)  
○ Stress/perceived lack of time/boredom (including imposition of parallel &/or unexpected tasks)  
○ Skill of the craft less than adequate/not familiar with job performance standards (including task difficulty)  
○ Use of operating experience 

Management related causal factors and root causes   

• Management direction  
○ Existence of policies, standards, expectations  
○ Communication/Enforcement of policies, standards, expectations  
○ Production pressure/perceived pressure  

• Clarity of responsibility  
• Communication or co-ordination  
• Management involvement, monitoring and assessment  
• Decision process  
• Allocation of resources (e.g., planning & prioritization relative to safety…)  
• Change management  
• Safety culture  
• Management of contingencies (e.g., alternate plans of action…)  
• Management of contracted work (e.g., qualification, training, supervision and guidance…)  
• Management of staff training and qualification  
• Knowledge management 

Appendix C. HERA PSFs [13] 

The HERA’s PSFs are closely modeled on the eight SPAR-H PSFs, defined as follows [14]:  

• Available Time - refers to the time available to complete a task, often in the context of the time to complete a corrective action in a NPP.  
• Stress and Stressors - are broadly defined to describe the mainly negative, though occasionally positive arousal that impacts human performance.  
• Complexity - refers to how difficult the task is to perform in the given context.  
• Experience and Training - included in this consideration are years of experience of the individual, specificity of training, and amount of time since 

training.  
• Procedures and Reference Documents - refers to the existence and correct use of formal operating procedures or best practices for the tasks under 

consideration. 
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• Ergonomics (including Human-Machine lnteraction) - refers to the equipment, displays and controls, layout, quality and quantity of information 
available from instrumentation, and the interaction of the operator with the equipment to carry out tasks.  

• Fitness for Duty/Fatigue - refers to whether or not the individual performing the task is physically and mentally fit to perform the task at that time.  
• Work Processes - refer to aspects of doing work, including inter-organizational, safety culture, work planning, communication, and management 

support and policies. 

In reference to the HRA Good Practices Guide [23], HERA includes three additional PSFs to complement the SPAR-H PSFs:  

• Communication - refers to the quality of verbal and written interaction between personnel working together at the NPP  
• Environment - refers to so-called external PSFs such as ambient noise, temperature, lighting, etc., which can greatly influence the ability of 

personnel to carry out their prescribed tasks.  
• Team Dynamics and Characteristics – refers to style and level of supervision, crew interactions (beyond simple communication), morale, and 

teamwork 

Appendix D. PIF hierarchy [11] 

Organization-based PIFs:  

• Training program      

■ Availability  
■ Quality  

• Corrective Action Program  
○   

■ Availability  
■ Quality  

• Other programs  
• Safety culture  
• Management Activities  

○ Staffing  
○ Scheduling  

• Workplace adequacy  
• Resources  

○ Procedures  
■ Availability  
■ Quality  

○ Tools  
■ Availability  
■ Quality  

○ Necessary information  
■ Availability  
■ Quality 

Team-based PIFs:  

• Communication  
○ Availability  
○ Quality  

• Direct supervision  
○ Leadership  

• Team coordination  
• Team cohesion  
• Role awareness 

Person-based PIFs:   

○ Attention  
■ To task  
■ To surroundings  

○ Physical and psychological abilities  
■ Alertness  
■ Fatigue  
■ Impairment  
■ Sensory limits 
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■ Physical attrubutes  
■ Other  

○ Knowledge/experience  
○ Skills  
○ Biases  
○ Familiarity with situation  
○ Morale/motivation/attitude 

Situation/stressor-based PIFs:  

• External environment  
• Conditioning events  

○ Task load  
○ Time load  

• Other loads  
○ Non-task  
○ Passive information  

• Task complexity  
○ Cognitive  
○ Execution  

• Stress  
• Perceived situation  

○ Severity  
○ Urgency  

• Perceived decision  
○ Responsibility  
○ Impact  

■ Personal  
■ Plant  
■ Society 

Machine-based PIFs   

• HSI  
○ Input  
○ Output  

• System response 

Appendix D. PIF hierarchy (Groth and Mosleh, 2012) 

Organization-based PIFs:  

• Training program  
○ Availability  
○ Quality  

• Corrective Action Program  
○ Availability  
○ Quality  

• Other programs  
• Safety culture  
• Management Activities  

○ Staffing  
○ Scheduling  

• Workplace adequacy  
• Resources  

○ Procedures  
■ Availability  
■ Quality  

○ Tools  
■ Availability  
■ Quality  

○ Necessary information  
■ Availability 
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■ Quality 

Team-based PIFs:  

• Communication  
○ Availability  
○ Quality  

• Direct supervision  
○ Leadership  

• Team coordination  
• Team cohesion  
• Role awareness 

Person-based PIFs:  

• Attention  
○ To task  
○ To surroundings  

• Physical and psychological abilities  
○ Alertness  
○ Fatigue  
○ Impairment  
○ Sensory limits  
○ Physical attrubutes  
○ Other  

• Knowledge/experience  
• Skills  
• Biases  
• Familiarity with situation  
• Morale/motivation/attitude 
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